
Tick-tack-toe contest, December 17, 1992.
Math 220

record system:
X-1-move Y-1-reply
X-2-move Y-2-reply
etc.

(1,1) | (1,2) | (1,3)
-------+-------+-------
(2,1) | (2,2) | (2,3)
-------+-------+-------
(3,1) | (3,2) | (3,3)

=========== first round ===========

Kevin versus Todd
(2,2) (2,1)
(1,1) (3,2)
(3,3) kevin wins!!!

Zari versus Dagoberto
(1,1) (2,1)
Zari’s program breaks, Dagoberto wins!!!

Wicklein versus Orme
Broken immediately, Orme wins!!!

Janette versus Samir
(2,2) (1,3)
(1,1) (3,3)
referee miss-typed a move, tried to fix it
and Samir’s program broke,
but Janette let him have a rematch, see below ...

Saif versus Amber.
Saif’s program doesn’t compile,
Amber wins!!!

Andy versus Orlando
(2,2) Orlando’s program complains of a migrain then
dumps core, Andy wins!!!
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Joel versus Jamie
Jamie begins to babble incoherently.
Joel wins!!!

Ramdass versus Perez
Ramdass has an instant brain hemorage.
Julio wins!!!

======== exciting second round ===================

Perez versus Haolan (self-proported "world’s greatest tic-tack-toe")
(1,1) (1,3)
(1,2) (2,2)
(2,1) (3,1) Haolan wins!!!

Ho versus Dagoberto
(2,2) (2,1)
(1,1) (3,2)
(1,3) (2,3) commentary: a stroke of genuis by J. Ho,

Dr. Dagoberto tries psychlogical warfare,
attempting to hyponotize Ho’s program.

(1,2) Ho wins !!!

Amber versus Wolf (grudge match of the century!)
(2,2) (1,1)
(3,3) (1,2) Amber immediately takes prize for best user interface!!!
(3,1) (1,3) Wolf wins !!!

Wolf: "Tough luck! I Won this time!"
Amber: "you won, by luck"

Orme versus Kevin
(2,2) ... Kevin’s program breaks, doesn’t give me

back a move. Orme wins!!!

Samir versus Joel
(1,1) (1,2)
(3,1) (2,3)
(2,1) Samir wins !!!

Samir: "see ya !! you born loser !!"

============== exciting third round ===============
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Wolf versus Janette
(2,2) (1,1)
(1,2) (3,2)
(1,3) (3,1) blocked by Janette!
(2,1) (3,3) Janette wins !!!

Haolan versus Samir
(1,3) (2,2)
(1,1) (1,2)
(3,2) (2,1)
(2,3) (3,3)
(3,1) drawn!!!

Samir versus Haolan
(1,1) (1,3)
(3,3) (2,2)
(3,1) (3,2)
(2,1) Samir wins !!!

=============== final competition ==================

Orme versus Samir (chosen by coin flip)
(2,2) (1,3)
(1,1) (3,3)
(2,3) (2,1)
(1,2) (3,2)
(3,1) draw!!!

Samir versus Janette
(1,1) (2,2)
(3,1) (2,1)
(2,3) (1,3)
(3,3) (3,2)
(1,2) draw!!!

Janette versus Orme
(2,2) (1,1)
(1,3) (3,1)
(2,1) (2,3)
(3,3) (1,2)
(3,2) Janette: "Its a tie!"

Orme: "Tie... At least you did not lose."

Samir versus Orme
(1,1) (2,2)
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(3,1) (2,1)
(2,3) (1,3)
(3,3) (3,2)
(1,2) draw!!!

Orme versus Janette
(2,2) (1,1)
(1,2) (3,2)
(3,1) (1,3)
(2,1) (2,3)
(3,3) draw!!!

Janette versus Samir
(2,2) (1,3)
(1,1) (3,3)
(2,3) (2,1)
(3,1) (1,2)
(3,2) draw!!!
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